
Resident manager 

The ticket to success set 
up for future of Dining in 

senior care 



So Easy ,even a  

Cave man can 
use it ! 



The resident manager 
was develop to : 

 Provide easy resident information 
for all types of service, tray line, 
fine dining or buffet style. 

 Allows the manager to work with a 
user friendly program that can 
produce usable reports that will 
help with Survey compliance 

 Manage food cost by forecasting 
production needs 



User friendly look 

Easy to use look : Room 
Name , Diet ,Dining location, 

Liquid consistency. 
 Active or in-Active 



Customizing your 

program Add in: Dining locations, 
 diet term, and 

 other operation specifics 



Customizing your 
program 

 This is the best way to tailor your program to 
your operation characteristics  

 Facility Name : What you enter here will print on 
every ticket printed. You can enter your 
companies name to simply : Dining Services. 

 Food items: This is the area to enter in food 
items , keep them simple and only specific if 
needed .Always make sure not double enter food 
items twice . for example : Peaches and Canned 
peaches , it should only be peaches . You can also 
add general comments that will appear in the 
special requests such as : small portions or cut 
up food 

 Therapeutic Diets: Work closely with your clinical 
staff on making sure your complete listing of 
diets are available . This should match your 
department philosophy on nutritional therapy 

 Liquid Consistencies: This is the area to use for 
the prescribe degree of thickness for the resident 



Reading and diet 
understanding challenges? 

 We have add a new feature! 



Create your own code 
key 



Diet Symbols , you 
customize 



Options for printing  
the symbol 



When you print: 

Decide if you want: 

•the date, 

• diet symbol  

• even a message 

•Neither 



Choose your printing 
style 

Portrait 
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Create effortless seating 
charts 

NAR triangle available on report 

Consumption  
recording  

option 



Customizing your 
program 

 Snacks: This is the area to use for setting up 
labels , you can also simply use the tally 
sheet to print a snack list only . This can be 
used for the production of  snacks.  

 Resident Ticket Manager 
 Dining Location: This is the area to set up 

how you would like to have residents 
grouped together according to where they 
eat. You can use this feature to all sort be 
cart but it is important to enter in all the 
carts in the dining location [Cart one , Cart 
2, North…] 

 The room box if selected will group all 
residents into a room group , this should 
only be used in operations with 2 serving 
sites [dining room and tray line] 

 Adaptive Equipment: This should have the 
complete listing and exact name of the 
adaptive equipment you provide to your 
residents 



Tips and features 

 A comment box has been added 
to each resident profile. This 
will not print on the ticket it is 
an option for notes and 
comments about that particular 
resident. 

 An in-active option is used o 
prevent a resident ticket from 
being printed ,it can be a way 
to keep information while a 
resident is not in the building 
or NPO 



Resident Ticket 
Manager 

 Entering in a resident: 
There are two choices at 
the top =New Resident or 
Delete Resident 

 Under  resident search you 
can Alpha recall up entered 
in residents also using the 
first or last name 



Entering a new resident 

 When entering in residents 
make sure the data is 
complete :the following 
boxes should have data in 
them: 

 First name 

 Last name 

 Room # 

 Therapeutic diet 



Dining Location 

 Remember when setting up a 
dining location designate the 
‘table area and the sequence in 
the seat area for the cart. 

 For dining rooms use table 
numbers and seating in clock 
wise rotation 



Other features 

 Optional : 

 Liquid consistency 

 Adaptive equipment 



Reports : Liquid 
consistency 

Use this report to determine 
liquid consistencies and for 
beverage passing 



Reports 

This report is for 
keeping resident 
preferences up to 
date if changes or 
updates have not 
been made or 
registered in the 
resident profile 
this report will 
stay available to 
print 



Current up to date Diet 
tallies 

Keep  
Production  

Staff  
Informed 

On what to 
Produce and  

The style 



Basic Numbers only: 
Diet Tally 



Adaptive Equipment & 
Utility Labels 

In this feature you 
can add your own 
items for the utility 
label or pick from the 
food item file 

 

You can also run 
reports that shows all 
the labels you have to 
print. 

 

Labels are set for 30 
per sheet . 3 columns 
of 10  



History of significant 
change 

You can 
print all 
[this will 
significant 
and non 
significant 
changes 



HS Snack pass report  

Also 
available 
for 10 am 
and 2 pm 



Snack label entering 



Label printing , You 
choose 30 or 80 per sheet 

30 

80 

Use Avery  
Brand 
Labels 



Production tallies for 
labels 

Report 
 available 

For 
 production 

 and passing   
the labels  

printed 



Tabs all related to 
entering in specific 
resident data 

 Breakfast :Daily, dislikes, special 
request 

 Lunch  

 Dinner [ note the import function 
button , this will allow you to copy 
the lunch data into the dinner boxes 
, exceptions can be added or deleted 
as need even after lunch is imported 

 Dining location is also entered in for 
each meal in this box. 

 Snack 

 Adaptive equipment/ utility label 

 



Remember  

 When entering a daily item 
,only enter in items the 
resident actually want everyday 
,do not add items that are 
simply liked unless they want it 
to served daily 



Tips 

 You are able to set the location 
by cart or area. 

 The table and seat box can be 
used to set an order up for the 
cart 

 

 *Only use the room feature if 
every one eats in the room , 
other wise designate areas 



The weight feature 

 This feature allow you to enter 
in weights  

 The official monthly weight will 
trigger the significant wt 
change report and import the 
triangle that will appear 

= weight gain = weight loss 



Easy weight tracking and 
significant loss or gain 
alerts 



Nutrition at Risk triangle 
alerts 

Use this  
Feature to 

 alert staff  
To special 

 needs  
related to  

Nutrition or  
Meal  

service 



Multiple Entry 

 This feature 
can be used to 
enter in 
multiple 
weights  

 All weigh ins 
are used for 
weekly or 
frequent weigh 
ins 

 The must be 
entered into 
the official 
weigh to trigger 
the symbol 



Reports for weigh ins 

 You can print a report for : 

 

 All includes all the weights 

 

 Significant weigh in 

 

 NAR manually triggered 
residents 



Easy weight tracking and 
significant loss or gain 
alerts 



NAR explained 



Options fro NAR 
triggered triangle 





Printing tickets  

 Under reports The tray ticket 
box is set up to print either : 

 Landscape or portrait tickets 

 By meal[B,L,D] ,with a page 
separator or all [all 3 meals] 

 Current resident 

 All residents 3 meals on each 
page for each resident 

 





Landscape 









Meal preference 
detailed by area and resident 
–Save money and time 

Identify the dislike before  
production starts 

By  adjusting for the   
Resident preference 



Dislikes specific by 
dining location or total 

Stay on top of  
alternate items  

to comply with meal  
Requirements and  

correct substitutes 



Snack pass report 
Fact: 

Operations 
Are 

Often  
Cited 

for being 
Unable to 

Prove 
Snacks 
have  
been  

Passed 
Here is  

The 
Solution 

 
Start a  

Snack cart 
With  
ease 



Create effortless seating 
charts 

NAR triangle available on report 

Consumption  
recording  

option 



Easy report printing 



Track : New residents , diet changes, liquid consistency, and  
adaptive equipment 



Safety : confirmation on 
deleting a resident 



Utility label and tally 
report 


